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This month, we’ve rounded up four incredible selections so 
you can craft your own creative and original perfect pairs.

 We’re combining a unique appalachian cheese with chocolate coated 
pecans and pairing a bold blue with a dollop of spiced jam.

Mitica Moka Pecans
Beneath a light dusting of cocoa lays a deeply 
satisfying surprise. Caramelized pecans are 
coated in a blend of dark chocolate and rich 
coffee. Sweet and snackable, the mix and 
complexity of the flavors are highly addictive.

Crunchy / Sweet / Chocolatey

Meadow Creek Extra-Aged Appalachian
This special version of Meadow Creek’s beloved 
Appalachian cheese is aged over eight months, 
allowing this firm, buttery selection to take on 
notes of tropical fruit and a rich, toasty essence 
reminiscent of butterscotch and caramel.

Pineapple / Caramel / Butterscotch
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Trade Street Jam Co. 
Blackberry Mulled Merlot Jam
Spiced with cinnamon, cardamom, and cloves, 
this pectin and preservative-free vegan jam 
features blackberries and merlot wine for a 
mouthful of autumnal bliss and sweet, sticky fruit. 

Fruity / Sweet / Spiced
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Valdeon
This bold and spicy blue is made from the blended milk 
of goats and cows that graze the Picos de Europa 
Mountains in Castilla y Leon. It’s beloved for its dense 
veining, hearty profile, and balance of salt and spice.

Peppery / Earthy / Salty
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PAIRING PRINCIPLES 101
LIKE + LIKE

Items with similar flavor profiles typically make for tasty pairs.

OPPOSITES ATTRACT
Try pairing items with totally contrasting flavors, like sweet with salty.

ALL ABOUT TERROIR
If they come from the same region, it’s likely they’ll go well together.

Valdeon + Trade Street Blackberry Mulled Merlot Jam

YOUR PERFECT PAIRS

“Bold & the Blue-tiful”

“The Bold & the Blue-tiful” is a dramatic ensemble of an intense and 
spicy Spanish blue coupled with the fierce flavors of a spiced jam.

“Candy Kiss”

“Candy Kiss” is a complex union of buttery cave-aged cheese with 
caramel notes enhanced by chocolate-coated candied pecans.

Meadow Creek Extra-Aged Appalachian + Mitica Moka Pecans

HOW TO CUT & SERVE YOUR CHEESE

@murrayscheese | murrayscheese.com

CRUMBLE
Valdeon

Lay the cheese on its side and use a small sharp 
knife to chunk bite-sized pieces of the cheese. It will 

naturally break along the interior lines of the curd.

FIRM WEDGE
Meadow Creek 

Extra-Aged Appalachian

 A wedge just needs to be sliced from the side.
Portion the slice into smaller pieces with an 

equal rind-to-paste ratio.


